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Abstract

Peer-to-Peer eCommerce communities are commonly
perceived as an environment offering both opportunities
and threats. One way to minimize threats in such an open
community is to use community-based reputations to help
evaluating the trustworthiness and predicting the future be-
havior of peers. This paper presents PeerTrust � a coher-
ent adaptive trust model for quantifying and comparing the
trustworthiness of peers based on a transaction-based feed-
back system. There are two main features of our model.
First, we introduce three basic trust parameters in comput-
ing trustworthiness of peers. In addition to feedback a peer
receives through its transactions with other peers, we in-
corporate the total number of transactions a peer performs,
and the credibility of the feedback sources into the model
for evaluating the trustworthiness of peers. We argue that
the trust models based solely on feedback from other peers
in the community is inaccurate and ineffective. Second, we
introduce two adaptive trust factors, the transaction context
factor and the community context factor, to allow the ba-
sic trust metric to incorporate different contexts (situations)
and to address common problems encountered in a variety
of online eCommerce communities. We present a concrete
method to validate the proposed trust model and report the
set of simulation-based experiments, showing the feasibility
and benefit of the PeerTrust model.

1 INTRODUCTION

Peer-to-peer (P2P) electronic commerce (eCommerce)
communities can be seen as truly distributed computing ap-
plications in which peers (members) communicate directly
with one another to exchange information, distribute tasks,
or execute transactions. Such communities can be imple-
mented either on top of a P2P network [17, 1, 19] or us-
ing a conventional client-server platform. Gnutella is an

example of P2P eCommerce communities that are built on
top of a P2P computing platform. Person-to-person online
auction sites such as eBay and many business-to-business
(B2B) services such as supply-chain-management networks
are examples of P2P communities built on top of a client-
server computing architecture.

In eCommerce settings P2P communities are often es-
tablished dynamically with peers that are unrelated and un-
known to each other. Peers of such communities have to
manage the risk involved with the transactions without prior
experience and knowledge about each other’s reputation.
One way to address this uncertainty is to develop strate-
gies for establishing community-based trust through repu-
tations. In a buyer-seller market, buyers are vulnerable to
risks because of potential incomplete or distorted informa-
tion provided by sellers. Trust is critical in such electronic
markets as it can provide buyers with high expectations of
satisfying exchange relationships. A recent study [7] re-
ported results from both an online experiment and an online
auction market, which confirmed that trust can mitigate in-
formation asymmetry (the difference between the amounts
of information the two transacting parties possess) by re-
ducing transaction-specific risks, therefore generating price
premiums for reputable sellers.

Recognizing the importance of trust in such communi-
ties, an immediate question to ask is how to build trust.
There is an extensive amount of research focused on build-
ing trust for electronic markets through trusted third par-
ties or intermediaries [11]. However, it is not applicable
to P2P eCommerce communities where peers are equal in
their roles and are independent entities, thus no peers can
serve as trusted third parties or intermediaries.

Reputation systems [16] provide a way for building trust
through social control without trusted third parties. Most
research on reputation-based trust utilizes information such
as community-based feedbacks about past experiences of
peers to help making recommendation and judgment on
quality and reliability of the transactions. Community-
based feedbacks are often simple aggregations of positive



and negative feedbacks that peers have received for the
transactions they have performed and cannot accurately
capture the trustworthiness of peers. In addition, peers can
misbehave in a number of ways, such as providing false
feedbacks on other peers. The challenge of building a trust
mechanism is how to effectively cope with such malicious
behavior of peers. Another challenge is that trust context
varies from transactions to transactions and from commu-
nities to communities. It is important to build a reputation-
based system that is able to adapt to different communities
and different situations.

Furthermore, there is also a need for experimental eval-
uation methods of a given trust model in terms of the ef-
fectiveness and benefits. Most traditional trust models only
give an analytical model without any experimental valida-
tion due to the subjective nature of trust. There is a need of
general metrics for evaluating the effectiveness and benefits
of trust mechanisms.

With these research problems in mind, we develop
PeerTrust, a peer-to-peer trust model for quantifying and
assessing the trustworthiness of peers in P2P eCommerce
communities. Our goal is to build a general trust metric that
provides an effective measure for capturing the trustworthi-
ness of peers, addresses the fake or misleading feedbacks,
and has the capability to adapt to different communities and
situations. A unique characteristic of our trust model is
the identification of five important factors for evaluating the
trustworthiness of a peer in an evolving P2P eCommerce
community: (1) the feedback in terms of amount of satis-
faction a peer obtains from other peers through transactions,
(2) the feedback scope, such as the total number of transac-
tions that a peer performs with other peers in the commu-
nity, (3) the credibility factor for the feedback source, (4)
the transaction context factor for discriminating mission-
critical transactions from less or non-critical ones, and (5)
the community context factor for addressing community-
related characteristics and vulnerabilities. Most existing
reputation-based trust models only take into account the
first factor � the amount of satisfaction (feedbacks) that
others peers have over the given peer. By analyzing a vari-
ety of common problems encountered in today’s electronic
markets and online communities, we demonstrate that the
feedback only approach is not only inaccurate but also vul-
nerable when applied to evaluating the trustworthiness of a
peer.

2 RELATED WORK

There are a few existing online reputation systems such
as the feedback system of eBay, Yahoo!Auction, and Auc-
tion Universe. Most of these systems use the single factor
of feedbacks as the reputation measure, which often fails to
capture the trustworthiness of users effectively. We will an-

alyze the common problems encountered in these commu-
nities in detail in Section 3 and discuss how our approach
addresses the problems.

A number of reputation systems and mechanisms are
proposed for online environments and agent systems in
general[21, 20]. Most of them assume the feedback is al-
ways given honestly and with no bias and paid little atten-
tion to handle the situation where peers may conspire to pro-
vide false ratings.

A few proposals attempted to address the issue of qual-
ity of the feedbacks. The proposal for computing and using
reputation for Internet ratings by Chen et al. [8] differen-
tiates the ratings by computing a reputation for each rater
based on the quality and quantity of the ratings it gives.
However, the method is based on the assumption that the
ratings are of good quality if they are consistent to the ma-
jority opinions of the rating. Adversaries who submit fake
or misleading feedbacks can still gain a good reputation as
a rater in their method simply by submitting a large num-
ber of feedbacks and becoming the majority opinion. Del-
larocas [10] proposed mechanisms to combat two types of
cheating behavior when submitting feedbacks. The basic
idea is to detect and filter out exceptions in certain scenar-
ios using cluster-filtering techniques. The technique can be
applied into feedback-based reputation systems to filter out
the suspicious ratings before the aggregation. In compari-
son, our trust model is more general. We use the credibility
of the feedback source as one of the basic trust parameters
when evaluating the trustworthiness of peers. The credi-
bility factor can be also used to detect fake or misleading
ratings.

There is some research on reputation-based trust man-
agement in P2P systems. Aberer and Despotovic [5] pro-
posed a complaint-only trust management method for a dis-
tributed P2P system, due to the lack of incentives for sub-
mitting feedbacks. The complaint-only trust metric works
in very limited cases and is over-sensitive to the skewed dis-
tribution of the community and to several misbehaviors of
the system. Another work is the P2PRep proposed by Cor-
nelli et al [9] Its focus is to provide a protocol complement-
ing existing P2P protocols. Our work differs from them in a
number of ways. First, we take a coherent approach to an-
alyze the trust problems in eCommerce communities and
identify the important trust parameters in addition to the
feedbacks in order to effectively evaluate the trustworthi-
ness of peers and to address various malicious behaviors in
a P2P community. Second, we also consider other context
factors to allow the general trust metric to adapt to different
communities under different transactional or community-
specific contexts. Furthermore, we present a method for ex-
perimental evaluation of our approach in a distributed P2P
environment.



3 THE TRUST MODEL

3.1 Known Problems in Electronic Communities

A variety of electronic markets and online commu-
nity sites have reputation management built in, such
as eBay, Amazon, Yahoo!Auction, Edeal, Slashdot, En-
trepreneur.com. However, to our knowledge, there are no
comprehensive surveys of all sites that use reputation man-
agement systems. From our experience with online auction
sites, and the survey provided by Malaga in [12], we sum-
marize a list of common problems observed.

1. Most systems rely solely on the positive or negative
feedbacks to evaluate and determine the reputation of
peers. The feedback only approach suffers from in-
accurate reflection of past experiences of peers in the
respective community.

2. Most systems assume feedbacks are honest and un-
biased and lack ability to differentiate feedbacks ob-
tained from less trustworthy peers and those from
trustworthy peers.

3. Most systems lack ability to set up various context sen-
sitive feedback filters.

4. Most systems lack temporal adaptivity by either count-
ing all the transaction history of a peer without decay-
ing the importance of old transactions in the far past or
only count the recent transactions.

5. Most systems do not provide incentives for a peer to
rate others.

In the rest of the section we present our trust model
and discuss how each of the above-mentioned problems is
avoided or reduced.

3.2 Trust Parameters

With the above problems in mind, we design and develop
PeerTrust model. In PeerTrust, a peer’s trustworthiness is
defined by an evaluation of the peer in terms of the level
of reputation it receives in providing service to other peers
in the past. Such reputation reflects the degree of trust that
other peers in the community have on the given peer based
on their past experiences in interacting with the peer. We
identify five important factors for such evaluation. In the
rest of this section we illustrate the importance of these five
parameters through a number of example scenarios and ad-
dress the problems with feedback-only methods. We for-
malize these factors, and show that they play an equally im-
portant role in evaluating the trustworthiness of a peer.
(1) Feedback in Terms of Amount of Satisfaction
Reputation-based systems rely on feedbacks to evaluate a

peer. In a P2P eCommerce community, the feedbacks in
terms of amount of satisfaction a peer receives regarding its
service comes primarily from the transactions other peers
have had with this peer and reflects how well this peer has
fulfilled its part of the service agreement. Most existing rep-
utation based systems uses this factor alone and computes
a peer � ’s trust value by a summarization of all the feed-
backs � receives through its transactions with other peers
in the community. For example, in eBay, buyers and sell-
ers can rate each other after each transaction (+1, 0, -1) and
the overall reputation is the sum of these ratings over the
last 6 months. We can clearly see that these feedback-only
metrics are flawed. A peer who has performed dozens of
transactions and cheats on 1 out of every 4 cases will have
a steadily rising reputation in a given time duration whereas
a peer who has only done 10 transactions during the given
time duration but is completely honest will be treated as less
reputable if the reputation measures of peers are computed
by a simple aggregation of the feedbacks they receive.

(2) Number of Transactions
With a skewed transaction distribution, i.e. some peers have
a higher transaction frequency than other peers, the trust-
worthiness of a peer is not captured fairly when a simple ag-
gregation of feedbacks is used to model the trustworthiness
of peers without taking into account the number of transac-
tions. A peer may increase its trust value by increasing its
transaction volume to hide the fact that it frequently mis-
behaves at a certain rate. So the number of transactions
is an important scope factor for comparing the feedbacks
in terms of amount of satisfaction among different peers.
An updated metric can be defined as the ratio of the total
amount of satisfaction peer � receives over the total num-
ber of transactions peer � has, i.e. the average amount of
satisfaction peer � receives for each transaction.

However, this is still not sufficient to measure a peer’s
trustworthiness. When considering reputation information
we often account for the source of information and context.

(3) Credibility of Feedback
The feedback peer � receives from another peer � during
a transaction is simply a statement from � regarding how
satisfied � feels about the quality of the information or ser-
vice provided by � . The trust model should consider poten-
tial threats. For example, a peer may make false statements
about another peer’s service due to jealousy or other types
of malicious motives. Consequently a trustworthy peer may
end up getting a large number of false statements. With-
out a credibility factor built in, this peer will be evaluated
incorrectly because of false statements even though it pro-
vides satisfactory service in every transaction. Therefore,
the feedback from those with better credibility should be
weighted more heavily in the trust metric. Intuitively incor-
porating credibility factor for feedbacks represents the need
to differentiate the credible amounts of satisfaction from the



less credible ones in computing the reputation of peers. If
we consider reputation-based trust as an important mech-
anism to address threats of untrustworthy peers and their
malicious behaviors in the P2P community, then we can see
credibility of feedbacks as a mechanism to address the risk
of using potentially false feedbacks to rate peers’ reputa-
tion. The concrete formula to determine credibility of peers
in filing feedbacks will be discussed in Section 3.4.
(4) Transaction Context Factor
Transaction context is another important factor when aggre-
gating the feedbacks from each transaction as transactions
may differ from one another even within the same eCom-
merce community. For example, if a community is busi-
ness savvy, the size of a transaction is an important context
that should be incorporated in the trust metric to weight the
feedback for that transaction. It can act as a defense against
some of the subtle malicious attacks, such as a seller devel-
ops a good reputation by being honest for small transactions
and tries to make a profit by being dishonest for large trans-
actions.
(5) Community Context Factor
Various community contexts can be taken into account to
address some of the common problems we listed such as
lack of the temporal adaptivity. In a pop music sharing
community, it may be desirable to only consider the recent
transaction histories of a peer to reflect the current trend.
However, in a business community, one may wish to use
the recent transaction history of a peer and at the same time
consider the historical ratings a peer receives in the past but
with a lower weight than the recent history in order to evalu-
ate the peer based on its consistent behavior. This historical
behavior of a peer is one type of community context that is
important to be incorporated into the trust model to give the
trust system a temporal adaptivity.

The feedback incentive problem can be also alleviated
by adding a reward as a community context for peers who
submit feedbacks.

The community context can be also used to adapt the
trust system to different communities and address problems
that are specific to the community. For instance, free riding
is a common challenge with online file sharing communi-
ties [6, 15]. The total number of files a peer shares can be
seen as a type of community context and be taken into ac-
count when evaluating the trustworthiness of a peer. With
such a community context factor, a peer that shares a large
number of files with the rest of the peers in the community
will have a higher trust value than the free riders, which to
some extent helps alleviate the free riding problem.

3.3 General Trust Metric

Let
��� ��� denote the total number of transactions per-

formed by peer � during the given period, � � ���	�
� denote the

other participating peer in peer � ’s � th transaction, � � ���	�
�
denote the normalized amount of satisfaction peer � re-
ceives from � � ���	�
� in its � th transaction, �� � � � ��������� de-
note the credibility of the feedback submitted by � � �����
� ,����� ���	�
� denote the adaptive transaction context factor for
peer � ’s � th transaction, and � ��� ��� denote the adaptive
community context factor for peer � during the given pe-
riod. The trust value of peer � during the period, denoted
by

��� ��� , is defined as:

������� �"! # $&%('*),+-�.�/10 ���32546�7#98�:;� <3���32546�=��#���>?���32@4A�BC�D�E� FHG #I8H>?�D�E� (1)

The metric consists of two parts. The first part is the
average amount of credible satisfaction a peer receives for
each transaction. It may take into account transaction con-
text factor to capture the transaction-dependent characteris-
tics. This history-based evaluation can be seen as a predic-
tion for peer � ’s likelihood of a successful transaction in the
future. A confidence value can be computed and associated
with the trust metric that may reflect the number of trans-
actions, the standard deviation of the ratings depending on
different communities.

The second part of the metric adjusts the first part by an
increase or decrease of the trust value based on community-
specific characteristics and situations. J and K denote the
normalized weight factors for the two parts.

This general trust metric may have different appearances
depending on which of the parameters are turned on and
how the parameters and weight factors are set. The design
choices depend on characteristics of communities. We ar-
gue that the first three parameters � the feedback, the num-
ber of transactions, and the credibility of feedback source
are the important basic trust parameters that should be con-
sidered in computation of a peer’s trustworthiness in any
P2P eCommerce communities.

3.4 The Basic Metric

We first consider the basic form of the general metric by
turning off the transaction context factor (

����� ���	�
�MLON )
and the community context factor ( J LPN and K LRQ ):

���D�E� �&$ %('*),+-�.�/10 ���32546��#98�:;� <7�D�32=46�=�BC���E� (2)

This metric computes the trust value of a peer � by an av-
erage of the credible amount of satisfaction peer � receives
for each transaction performed during the given period.

The feedbacks in terms of amount of satisfaction are
collected by a feedback system. PeerTrust model uses a
transaction-based feedback system, where the feedback is
bound to each transaction. The system solicits feedback
after each transaction and the two participating peers give



feedback about each other based on the current transaction.
Feedback systems differ with each other in their feedback
format. They can use a positive format, a negative format,
a numeric rating or a mixed format. � � ���	�
� is a normalized
amount of satisfaction between 0 and 1 that can be com-
puted based on the feedback.

Both the feedbacks and the number of transactions are
quantitative measures and can be collected automatically.
Different from these two basic parameters, the third trust
parameter � credibility of feedback is a qualitative mea-
sure and needs to be computed based on past behavior of
peers who file feedbacks. Different approaches can be used
to determine the credibility factor and compute the credi-
ble amount of satisfaction. One way is to solicit separate
feedbacks for feedbacks themselves. This makes the prob-
lem of reputation-based trust management more complex.
A simpler approach is to infer or compute the credibility
value of a peer implicitly. For example, one may use a
function of the trust value of a peer as its credibility factor
so feedbacks from trustworthy peers are considered more
credible and thus weighted more than those from untrust-
worthy peers. This solution is based on two assumptions.
First, untrustworthy peers are more likely to submit false or
misleading feedbacks in order to hide their own malicious
behavior. Second, trustworthy peers are more likely to be
honest on the feedbacks they provide.

It is widely recognized that the first assumption is gen-
erally true but the second assumption may not be true at all
time. For example, it is possible (though not common) that
a peer may maintain a good reputation by performing high
quality services but send malicious feedbacks to its com-
petitors. In this extreme case, using a function of trust to
approximate the credibility of feedbacks will generate er-
rors. This is because the reputation-based trust in PeerTrust
model is established in terms of the quality of service pro-
vided by peers, rather than the quality of the feedbacks filed
by peers. Therefore it cannot handle the situation of incon-
sistent behavior, such as peers offering good services but
providing false feedbacks to jeopardize its competitors.

We believe that the study of what determines the preci-
sion of credibility of feedbacks is by itself an interesting and
hard research problem that deserves attention of its own.
Given that one of the design goals of the PeerTrust model
is to emphasize on the roles of different trust parameters in
computing trustworthiness of peers, in the rest of the pa-
per we will use a function of trustworthiness of a peer to
approximate the credibility of feedbacks filed by this peer.

3.5 Adapting the Metric Using Context Factors

We have discussed the motivations and scenarios for
incorporating the adaptive context factors into our general
trust metric. In this section we focus on the concrete

formula when these factors are turned on in the general
metric and address some of the common problems by
setting proper context factors in the general metric.

Incorporating Transaction Contexts
For a business savvy community, we can incorporate the
size of a transaction � in terms of dollar amount, denoted by� � ���	�
� , into the general trust metric to weight the feedback
for that transaction. If we only turn on the transaction con-
text factor, and keep the community context factor off, we
have the adapted trust metric of the following form:

� ���E��� $ %('*),+-�.�/10 ���32=4A�7#�8�:;� <3���32@4A�=�7#�� ���32@4A�BC���E� (3)

Adding Temporal Adaptivity
The historical records of a peer’s performance within a com-
munity can be an important factor for evaluation of trust-
worthiness of this peer in a consistent manner. When this
is the case, the community context factor can be defined
as the evaluation of the peer’s historical behavior since the
time when peer � enters the community. Through PeerTrust
formula, such temporal adaptivity can be incorporated into
the trust metric seamlessly. By assigning a proper weight,
the past history of the peer can be taken into account but
with a lower weight than the recent history. Let

��� � ��� de-
note the total number of transactions peer � has historically.
If we only turn on the community context factor, and keep
the transaction context factor off, we have the adaptive trust
metric of the following form:

��������� !�#�$ %('*),+-�.�/10 ���32=4A��#98�:;� <3���32546�=�BC����� F
F G # $R%�� '*),+-�.�/ 0 �D�32=46��#98�:;� <7�D�32546�B�� ���E� (4)

Providing Incentives to Rate
The incentive problem of reputation systems can be ad-
dressed by building incentives into the metric through com-
munity context factor. This can be accomplished by provid-
ing a small increase in reputation whenever a peer provides
feedback to others. The community context factor can be
defined as a ratio of total number of feedbacks peer � give
others during the given time period, denoted as

��� ��� , over
the total number of transactions peer � has. The weight fac-
tors can be tuned to control the amount of reputation that
can be gained by rating others. If we turn off the transaction
context factor, we have the adapted metric:

� ���E���"!�# $&% ' );+-D.�/ 0 �D�32546�E# 8�:,� <7��� 2=46�5�BC�D�E� F G #
>?���E�
BC���E� (5)

Alleviating Free Riding Problem
The free riding problem in file sharing communities can be



also addressed by building incentives for sharing files into
the metric through community context factor. The commu-
nity context factor can be defined as a ratio of total number
of transactions in which peer � uploaded a file during a time
period, denoted as � � ��� , over the total number of transac-
tions peer � has. If we turn off the transaction context factor,
we have the adapted metric:

���D�E��� !�# $&%('*);+-D.�/ 0 ���32@46�E#98�:;� <7���32=4A�=�BC����� F G #�� ���E�BC���E� (6)

3.6 Using the Trust Value

The value given by the trust metric gives a measure that
helps peers to form a trust belief or action on other peers
or to compare the trustworthiness of other peers. A higher
value of

� � ��� indicates that peer � is more trustworthy in
terms of the collective evaluation of � by the peers who have
had transactions with � and other community context fac-
tors.

There are several usages of the trust value in P2P eCom-
merce communities. First, a peer � can derive trust rela-
tionship with another peer � to determine whether to per-
form the next transaction with peer � . A decision rule is
needed to derive a trust relationship based on the trust value
and the situation. Each peer must consider to which degree
the value of

��� ��� with the associated confidence value will
make it trust � given a specific situation. Different peers
may have different perception over the same value. A sim-
ple rule for peer � to form a trust action on peer � can be
conducted as:

if
���D�E������� �	��
� ����� � ��� � 2

then trust
�

(7)

where
��� ������� ��������� � � is the threshold trust value for peer� to trust another peer.

The factors that determine the threshold
� � ������� ������� � � �

include how much peer � is willing to trust others. A more
tolerant peer may have a lower threshold. It is a manifest of
what is called dispositional trust [14], the extent to which
an entity has a consistent tendency to trust across a broad
spectrum of situations and entities. Other factors include
the context of the potential transaction. For example, a more
expensive transaction may require a higher threshold.

More complex decision rules can be applied and are not
our focus in this paper. Interested readers may refer to [13]
for a number of models that derive a trust relationship from
different parameters in an eCommerce environment.

A second usage is to compare the trustworthiness of a
list of peers. For example, in a file sharing community
like Gnutella, a peer who issues a file download request can
compare the trustworthiness of the peers that respond to its

request based on their trust value and choose the peer with
the highest trust value to download the file.

Furthermore, the trust values of peers can be used to
compute the aggregate trust values of a peer group in or-
der to derive a trust relationship for a task that requires a
group of peers.

4 AN EXAMPLE TRUST METRIC

We below present a concrete trust metric and concrete
method to compute trust using the metric. This metric is
also used to conduct experiments and study the feasibility,
effectiveness, and benefits of our P2P trust model.

This metric uses a complaint based feedback system and
assumes peers are rational in a game theoretic sense, i.e.
trustworthy peers do not file fake complaints and untrust-
worthy peers file fake complaints when they misbehave dur-
ing a transaction. With a complaint system, if a peer � re-
ceives a complaint from another peer during its � th trans-
action, it simply means the peer receives 0 amount of sat-
isfaction for this transaction and � � �����
� is set to 0, other-
wise the peer is considered to have a satisfactory perfor-
mance and � � ���	�
� is set to 1. The trust value of a peer
is used as the credibility factor to weight the complaints
the peer files against other peers. Thus, the total credible
amount of satisfaction peer � receives can be measured as��� ���

� � � ��� � � � � � � � where � � ��� � � is the total number
of complaints peer � receives from v during the time pe-
riod. We turn off the transaction context factor and commu-
nity context factor and derive a complaint-based trust metric
from equation 2:

���D�E� �"!$# $&%('�)�* %�+. ) 8 �D�32-,;��#�����,,�BC����� (8)

We can write above equation in a matrix form as:

.///
0

���-!��
...�����E�
...

1(222
3 �4!�#

.////
0
5 ' / * / +%(' / + 6�6�6 5 ' / * % +%(' / + 6�6�6...

. . .
...

. . .5 '*) * / +%('*),+ 6�6�6 5 '*) * % +%('*);+ 6�6�6...
. . .

...
. . .

1(2222
3
.///
0

���7!��
...���D�E�
...

1(222
3

(9)

The trust values can be computed by solving the above
equation. We can start by setting each element in the trust
value vector on the right side of the equation to a default
value, say 1. As we collect more transaction histories for
each peer, we repeatedly compute the trust vector until it
converges.

We can easily see that this computation is very expen-
sive in a distributed environment where there is no central
database to manage the trust data and the trust data are dis-
tributed and dynamically maintained over the peer network.



Every time when a peer is interested in evaluating the trust-
worthiness of another peer or a small subset of peers, it has
to retrieve the trust data of all peers in the community. To
address this high communication cost, we propose an ap-
proximate computation by maintaining a trust cache at each
peer to provide a more cost-effective computation.

Each peer maintains a trust cache that keeps the trust val-
ues it has computed for other peers in the past and uses the
available cached trust values as the credibility factors when
computing this concrete trust metric. It thus eliminates the
recursive computation. The trust value of peer � is com-
puted at peer � as follows:

������� � ! # $ %	' )�* %�+. ) 8 ���32 ,,�7# � ����� ��
 ��� 27,,�B ���E� (10)

where
� ����� ��� � � � � � is the trust value of peer � in peer� ’s cache or a default trust value if it is not available in the

cache.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We performed three sets of initial experiments to eval-
uate PeerTrust approach and show its feasibility, effective-
ness, and benefits. The first set of experiments evaluates
PeerTrust in terms of its accuracy. The second set of exper-
iments demonstrates the benefit of PeerTrust model when it
is used in a distributed community. The last one compares
an example of the adapted metrics with the basic metric to
show the effects and benefits of adapting the metric using
the context factors. Table 1 summarizes the main parame-
ters which we will use throughout our simulations. Each
peer stores a small portion of the trust data (transaction
history and feedbacks) and a distributed P2P data location
scheme, P-Grid [4], is used for the data routing and lookup.
A peer collects the trust data and conducts the trust evalua-
tion on the fly when needed. The approximate computation
is used for the trust evaluation. Due to the space limitation,
we Omit the description of the concrete simulation setup,
including the community model, the threat model, the trans-
action model. For further details, please refer to [18].

5.1 Trust Evaluation Accuracy

The objective of this set of experiments is to evaluate
the effectiveness of the trust model with basic parameters
and understand how the malicious behavior and transaction
skew in the community affect its performance. We compare
PeerTrust approach to the conventional approach in which
only the first parameter, i.e. the amount of satisfaction, is
used to measure the trustworthiness of a peer.
Simulation Design
We set the total number of peers to N
	�� (  L N
	�� ). For the

first experiment, we vary the malicious behavior factor in
the community ( � ) by varying the percentage of untrust-
worthy peers with a fixed malicious rate of N���� ( �M������ L
N���� ). The transaction skew factor is set to Q ( ��� L Q ).
For the second experiment, we vary the transaction skew
factor. The percentage of untrustworthy peers is set to N���	
( � L N���	 ) and malicious rate of untrustworthy peers is set
to N���� ( � ������ LPN���� ).

The experiments proceed as peers are randomly chosen
to perform transactions with each other. After � �EQ Q trans-
actions in the community, i.e. an average of N,QEQ transac-
tions for each peer (

���! 	� � � ��L N;Q Q ), � peers are chosen to
evaluate the trustworthiness of N,QEQ randomly chosen peers
from the remaining N�	�� peers. A simple decision rule is
used at the evaluating peer � , as shown in Equation 7, with
the threshold set to be Q#" � (

� � ������� �������E� ���1LPQ$" � ), to decide
whether a peer is trustworthy based on the computed trust
value. We then compute the trust evaluation accuracy of the
evaluations.

For comparison purpose, we use the complaint-based
trust method described in [5] as an example of the conven-
tional method. The method uses the number of complaints
only as the trust measure. It only supports a binary trust
output, i.e. whether the peer is trustworthy or not. We refer
to this method as the complaint-only approach.
Simulation Results
Figure 1 represents the trust evaluation accuracy of the two
models with respect to the malicious behavior factor in the
community. We can make a number of interesting obser-
vations. First, PeerTrust and the complaint-only approach
perform almost equally well when the malicious behavior
factor is low. This is because the complaint-only approach
relies on there being a large number of trustworthy peers
who offer honest statements to override the effect of the
false statement provided by the untrustworthy peers and
thus achieves a high accuracy. Second, as the malicious be-
havior factor increases, PeerTrust stays effective while the
performance of the complaint-only approach deteriorates.
This can be explained as follows. When the malicious be-
havior factor in the community increases, the chances for
trustworthy peers to interact with untrustworthy peers and
receive fake complaints increase. Since the complaint-only
approach only uses the number of complaints for computing
the trustworthiness of peers and does not take into account
the credibility of the complaints, the trustworthy peers with
fake complaints will likely be evaluated as untrustworthy
incorrectly. On the contrary, PeerTrust uses the credibility
factor to offset the risk of fake complaints and thus is less
sensitive to the misbehaviors of untrustworthy peers.

Figure 2 represents the trust evaluation accuracy of the
two models with respect to the transaction skew factor
in the community. When the transaction skew factor in-
creases, PeerTrust stays effective while the performance



Parameter Description
 Number of peers in the community
� Percentage of untrustworthy peers in the community
�M������ Rate that an untrustworthy peer acts malicious
� Malicious behavior factor in the community ( � L � � �M������ )
��� Transaction skew factor in the community
� The current time���! 	� � � � Average number of transactions each peer has up to time �

Table 1. Simulation Parameters
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Figure 1. Trust Evaluation Accuracy with Ma-
licious Behavior (  L N�	�� , ��� L Q , � �! 	� � � � LN;Q Q )

of the complaint-only approach deteriorates. This demon-
strates the importance of the number of transactions when
computing the trustworthiness of peers. The complaint-only
approach is very sensitive to the transaction skew because
it does not take into account the number of transactions in
their trust metric.

5.2 Benefit of the Trust Mechanism

This set of experiments simulates an application scenario
where peers use the trust mechanism to compare the trust-
worthiness of peers and choose the peer with the highest
trust value to interact with. The objective is to use the sce-
nario to show how a trust mechanism benefits a P2P com-
munity.
Simulation Design
We set the number of peers to be N,Q�	�� (  L N;Q�	�� ), the
percentage of untrustworthy peers to be 1/2 ( � L N���	 ), the
malicious rate of an untrustworthy peer to be 1/4 ( �M������ LN���� ), and the transaction skew to be Q ( ��� L Q ). We sim-
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Figure 2. Trust Evaluation Accuracy with
Transaction Skew (  L N
	�� , � L Q#"DN
	�� ,���! 	� � � ��LPN;Q Q )

ulated three communities, the first with PeerTrust mecha-
nism, the second with the complaint-only mechanism for
comparison, and the last without any trust mechanism for
reference.

The experiment proceeds by repeatedly having randomly
selected peers initiating transactions. A selected peer
(source peer) initiates a transaction by sending out a trans-
action request and a certain number of randomly selected
peers respond. The source peer needs to select a peer from
the peer candidates to perform the transaction. The selec-
tion process differs in a community that has no trust mech-
anism and a community that has a trust mechanism. In the
first case, the source peer randomly selects a peer from the
peer candidates. In the second case, the source peer evalu-
ates the trustworthiness of each peer in the peer candidates
and selects the peer with the highest trust value. The two
peers then perform the transaction and cooperate or defect
according to their trustworthiness status and malicious rate.
We record whether the transaction succeeds and compute
the transaction success rate when the experiment proceeds.



Simulation Result
Figure 3 shows the transaction success rate with the average
number of transactions each peer has at current time. The
graph presents a number of interesting observations. First,
we see an obvious gain of the transaction success rate in
both communities equipped with a trust mechanism. This
confirms that supporting trust is an important feature in a
P2P community. Second, the complaint-only trust metric is
not as effective as PeerTrust. This also matches the results
from the previous experiment. Third, it is also interesting
to observe that the transaction success rate increases over
the time in the community with PeerTrust and then stays
fairly stable. This is because as peers interact with each
other over the time, peers successfully select trustworthy
peers to interact with. The untrustworthy peers are deterred
from participating in transactions. On the other hand, the
transaction success rate increases first and then drops before
going stable in the community with complaint-only method.
This is because peers make wrong evaluations due to the
limitations of the method and in turn choose untrustworthy
peers to interact with before the system gets stable.
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Figure 3. Transaction Success Rate (  L
N;Q�	�� , � LRQ#"DN
	�� , ��� L Q )

5.3 Adapting the Metric Using Context Factors

The goal of this experiment is to use an example adapted
metric to show the effects and benefits of adapting the met-
ric using the adaptive context factors.
Simulation Design
We set the number of peers to be N
	�� (  L N
	�� ), the per-
centage of untrustworthy peers to be 1/2 ( � L N���	 ), the
malicious rate of an untrustworthy peer to be 1/4 ( �M������ LN���� ), and the transaction skew factor to be 0 ( ��� LRQ ).

The experiment proceeds similarly as the previous one

except that one randomly selected peer � acts maliciously
with � ������ for a period of time and then starts acting trust-
worthy at a certain time point. We record the computed trust
value of peer � when the experiment proceeds.

We compare the basic example metric defined in Equa-
tion 8 with the time window set to be 50 (

� � ����L � Q ), which
only counts the feedbacks from the recent 50 transactions,
and the adapted trust metric defined in Equation 4, which
takes into account the historical behavior of peers from the
very beginning by using the community context factor.
Simulation Result
Figure 4 shows the computed trust value of peer � by the
basic metric and the adapted metric. The dashed line shows
the changing point of the peer. We can see both trust values
computed by the two metrics show an increase correspond-
ing to the change of the peer. However, with the historical
community context factor, the adapted metric shows a more
gradual change as it also takes into account the historical
behavior of the peer so a peer cannot simply increase its
trust value quickly by acting good for a short recent period.
Another observation is that the adapted trust metric is more
consistent than the basic metric and has fewer spikes that
indicate an inaccurate trust value.
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6 CONCLUSION

We presented an adaptive reputation-based trust model
for P2P electronic communities. We identified the five im-
portant trust parameters and developed a coherent trust met-
ric that combines these parameters for quantifying and com-
paring the trustworthiness of peers. We also reported a set
of initial experimental results, demonstrating the feasibility,
effectiveness, and benefits of our trust model.



Our research on PeerTrust continues along several direc-
tions. First, we are investigating different threat models of
P2P eCommerce communities and exploring mechanisms
to make PeerTrust model more robust against malicious be-
haviors such as collusion among peers. We are also inter-
ested in combining trust management with intrusion detec-
tion to address concerns of sudden and malicious attacks.
Second, we are interested in testing the approach with real
workload data. Finally, we are working towards incorporat-
ing PeerTrust into two P2P applications that are currently
under development in Georgia Tech, namely PeerCQ [3]
and HyperBee [2].
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